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Abstract: Against the backdrop of the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) taking effect in
the European Union (EU), a debate emerged about the role of citizens and their relationship with
data. European city authorities claim that (smart) citizens are as important to a successful smart city
program as data and technology are, and that those citizens must be convinced of the benefits and
security of such initiatives. This paper examines how the city of Barcelona is marking a transition
from the conventional, hegemonic smart city approach to a new paradigm—the experimental city.
Through (i) a literature review, (ii) carrying out twenty in-depth interviews with key stakeholders,
and (iii) actively participating in three symposiums in Barcelona from September 2017 to March 2018,
this paper elucidates how (smart) citizens are increasingly considered decision-makers rather than
data providers. This paper considers (i) the implications of the technopolitics of data ownership
and, as a result, (ii) the ongoing implementation of the Digital Plan 2017–2020, its three experimental
strategies, and the related seven strategic initiatives. This paper concludes that, from the policy
perspective, smartness may not be appealing in Barcelona, although the experimental approach has
yet to be entirely established as a paradigm.
Keywords: smart citizens; experimental cities; smart cities; technopolitics; big data; Barcelona;
data commons; decision-makers; policy; GDPR
1. Introduction: Conceptual Transitions from Smart Cities to Experimental Cities
In recent years, European city authorities started claiming that (smart) citizens are as important
to a successful smart city program as data and technology, and must be convinced of the benefits
and security the initiatives offer to them [1–3]. As such, the main argument of this paper is that
European cities like Barcelona are already restoring privacy and empowering citizens with data
through a diverse set of policies and strategies [4,5]. In doing so, Barcelona seems to be leading a
new digital transformation agenda called Data Commons Barcelona [6]. This works alongside the
European Union (EU)’s General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) [7–9], which mandates the ethical
use of data to protect (smart) citizens from risks inherent in new, data-intensive technologies [10–17].
Hence, this paper, through a case study of Barcelona, explores the problem of how city authorities can
proactively set up policies, strategies, and initiatives to locally enhance digital rights, and give citizens
more control over personal data by protecting them from discrimination, exclusion, and the erosion of
their privacy [18,19].
Amid the clamor for smart-city rhetoric in Europe [20–22], a deep debate about digital ethics
and rights emerged in cities such as Barcelona [23,24]. Thus, the paper aims at elucidating whether
Barcelona is marking a departure from the so-called smart-city paradigm [25–28] to a newly emerging
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paradigm called experimental cities [29–31]. The case study is examined through the systematic
articulation and response to three operational research questions that concern (i) the existence of
alternative data ownership regimes in the ongoing smart city model of Barcelona; (ii) the practical
consequences of the grassroots innovation initiatives implemented so far in the city; and (iii) the
searching for evidence of another experimental type of smart city.
Methodologically speaking, this paper deconstructs Barcelona’s Digital Plan 2017–2020 through
qualitative fieldwork research carried out from September 2017 to March 2018 [32]. The methodology
is based on the mixed-method technique of triangulation via action research [33], which encompasses
a deep literature review; the findings of twenty in-depth interviews with key stakeholders,
following the Penta Helix framework (private sector, public sector, academia, civic society, and social
entrepreneurs/activists) [34]; and result validation through participation in three key symposiums
organized in Barcelona and related to the smart city renewed strategic digital agenda formulation [35].
In the EU, the debate on data privacy, transparency, and ultimately ownership is gaining
momentum as the GDPR, based on codes such as “privacy by design” and “data portability”,
took effect in May 2018 [36]. The GDPR may directly influence how city authorities implement
their data policies and strategies, and foster potential transitions to allow citizens a more active role in
decision-making processes. The GDPR may have already shifted the conversations that city authorities
have with smart-city solution providers, particularly in relation to their business models, monetization
strategies, and their data-processing procedures. Thus, a consensus among developers, companies,
and governments on the ethics of the underlying decisions in the application of digital technology of
data seems to be at stake in the post-GDPR future.
With the backdrop of this regulation, on 24 January 2018 at the World Economic Forum in Davos,
Angela Merkel announced [37] “data will be the raw material of the 21st Century” and then added
“the question ‘who owns that data?’ will decide whether democracy, the participatory social model,
and economic prosperity can be combined” (p. 1). This declaration comes at a time when data
sovereignty is becoming increasingly important to colocation providers, and citizens’ data rights
in smart cities is attracting attention from many scholars and practitioners [38–42]. At the same
international event, the billionaire investor and philanthropist George Soros argued that the large [43],
multinational technological firms, Facebook and Google, are “obstacles to innovation and are a menace
to society”, subsequently adding “(the) days are numbered for the two geek giants” (p. 1). Moreover,
the digital philosopher Eugeny Morozov routinely criticized the economics of these giants’ data
“extractivism” business models in recent years [44–46], claiming that the models lead to a world in
which these kind of tech firms build addictive services to gather citizens’ data with artificial intelligence
(AI) and machine learning tools [47,48]. Most recently, Cambridge Analytica and Facebook were in the
spotlight due to circumstances in which Facebook data may have been illegally obtained and used by
the firm [49]. This episode is having enormous influence on the technopolitical debate and the critical
perception of how data analytics could have been used for political purposes without the informed
consent of users. Overall, this incident highlighted the idea that political parties, data analytics
companies, and social media platforms view citizens and social media users as no more than data
providers [50–52]. Hence, according to Acuto [53] “data availability does not immediately translate
into better-informed urban management, nor fairer, greener, and more prosperous cities” (p. 165).
The GDPR is timely when considering the debate over controversies related to algorithmic disruption
and fueled by big corporations, along with hegemonic rhetoric about the benefits of technocentric smart
cities. Thus, a critical perspective on data ownership blended with a socially constructed and citizen-centric
smart-city approach emerges as the context for this paper. Furthermore, over the last five years, certain
cities, such as Barcelona, started implementing digital policy frameworks and programs intended to
strategically overcome the side effects of the technodeterministic emphasis on smart cities [54–56]. So far,
this emphasis meant understanding the city just from a dispassionate, scientific perspective—purely
as “solutionist”, predictable, replicable, linear, and normative urban machinery fed by citizens as pure
user/data providers. Moreover, citizens’ data are pervasively owned by private big data firms. As such,
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it becomes a mechanical entity solely governed through the market logic stemming from the public–private
partnership (PPP) scheme, and occasionally and slightly including stakeholders’ engagement through
helix strategies such as the Triple or Quadruple Helix [34]. By contrast, and consciously in response
to this technodeterministic approach [57], a critical and evolutionary transition known as experimental
cities recently surfaced in cities such as Barcelona. It is characterized by initiatives encompassing
(i) the awareness of the technopolitics of data for citizens [58]; (ii) potential alternative economics
for city policies [39]; (iii) citizen engagement as a democratic practice [59–62]; (iv) multi-stakeholder
schemes as a pervasive governance logic [34]; and (v) living lab initiatives as sites devised to design, test,
and learn from social and technical innovation in real time [29,30,63–69]. This emergent amalgamation of
initiatives surrounding the experimental urbanism trend regards urban transformations as inherently
interdisciplinary, data-intensive, and embedded in place. However, it remains to be seen whether the
top-down, hegemonic approach to the smart city is effective in transitioning to the new paradigm, which is
characterized by considering (smart) citizens as decision-makers rather than data providers.
The term smart city, which became particularly hegemonic in the policy agendas of European
cities, turns 26 this year. It was introduced in 1992, around the time of the historic Rio Earth Summit,
and typing it into a search engine today generates more than 15 million results. Figures for the
smart-city market over the last two decades are similarly impressive [70]. Persistence market research
forecasts that global growth will balloon from its current $622 billion valuation to $3.48 trillion by
2026—a fivefold increase in only a single decade [71].
However, according to Evans et al. [29], while the hegemonic smart-city discourse has hitherto
focused on “trialing technological solutions” in real cities and benefitting multinational corporations as
urban actors (p. 3), the experimental cities approaches—embodied by grassroots movements, living labs,
and co-operative platforms—consistently position local communities as the designers and proactive
instigators of urban experiments [23,25,26,30]. The smart city approach is being driven by market-based
urban solutions and deconstructed from many angles after recently saturating policy agendas as a
concept with very little reflexivity. In response, a new smart-citizen-centric paradigm is being tested
in the experimental city. This real-world urban experiment matters because it produces “a different
type of city by offering novel modes of engagement, governance, and politics that both challenge and
complement conventional strategies such as on-going smart city strategies” [29] (p. 9). Therefore, new
techniques explored in the experimental city approach should rethink the smart city approach from
the ground up [2,72]. Reframing urban development to utilize the experimental city approach seems
to shift the balance of power between stakeholders, empowering some while disempowering others,
and enables new forms of co-produced knowledge by raising a fundamental academic debate around
two normative questions in the smart city field inspired by Kitchin [73]: “First, for whom and for what
purpose are smart cities being developed? Second, are the primary goals of smart cities about, or should
they be about, (i) creating new markets and profit; (ii) facilitating state control and regulation; or (iii)
improving quality of life while enhancing citizens’ opportunities to participate in democracy?” (p. 7).
Hence, this paper systematically presents some key concepts. Table 1 introduces literature sources
and depicts an analytical framework for ten conceptual transitions from smart cities to experimental
cities as follows: (i) (smart) citizens are considered decision-makers rather than users/data providers;
(ii) data sovereignty replaces “extractive big” data; (iii) cities are viewed as open platforms rather
than pure markets; (iv) firms owning personal data are responsive to public scrutiny; (v) stakeholder
interdependencies stemming from the social innovation perspective are implemented through the Penta
Helix scheme which expands on the Triple or Quadruple Helix scheme; (vi) PPP urban business models
are complemented by experimental models through urban commons and urban co-operative platforms;
(vii) scalability and replication are achieved by unpacking urban problems rather than “solutionism”;
(viii) the sensor network is based on a citizen-sensing awareness rather than a pure internet of things
(IoT); (ix) the system is based on living-lab niche experiments rather than electronic (e)-government
systems; and (x) a causality logic based on emergence and complex adaptive systems is adopted rather
than a linear and normative system.
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Table 1. Conceptual transitions from smart cities to experimental cities. PPP—public–private partnership;
IoT—internet of things.
Conceptual Transitions Smart Cities Experimental Cities
1. (Smart) citizen [62,74–80] User/data provider Decision-maker
2. Technopolitics of data [12,24,58,81–93] Big data Data sovereignty
3. Notion of the city [94] As a market As a platform
4. Personal data ownership [41,42,49,95,96] Owned by firms Publicly scrutinized
5. Stakeholder helixes [34] Triple or Quadruple Helix Penta Helix
6. Business models [97–103] PPP Urban commons and urban co-operative platforms
7. Scalability and replicability [22,104] Based on urban solutionism Unpacking urban problems
8. Algorithmic coding [105–110] IoT sensor networks Citizen-sensing
9. Governance [30,63,65,68,69] E-government systems Living labs
10. Causality [10,11,57] Linear and normative Complex adaptive systems and emergence
Since the GDPR recently took effect in the EU, the transition to data sovereignty inevitably
sparked a debate regarding the role of citizens and their relationship with data in their own context.
As such, two general questions frame this debate in relation to implementing the transition toward
(smart)-citizen-centric, data-driven urban environments: (i) Can European cities build alternatives
that put citizens back in the driver’s seat as decision-makers rather than relegating them to the role
of data provider? (ii) Should European cities focus on building decentralized infrastructures based
on blockchain to prevent extractive data practices by large technological corporations, where these
practices violate citizens’ digital rights [111]? In particular, the following three operational research
questions about the examination of the transition of Barcelona from the smart city to the experimental
city paradigm constitute the core strands of this paper [2,38,56,58]:
1. What prospects exist for an alternative data ownership regime in the current smart-city model
used in Barcelona?
2. What are the practical consequences of the grassroots innovation initiatives implemented
in Barcelona for businesses, local governments, academia, civic society, and social
entrepreneurs/activists?
3. Is another experimental type of smart city driven by co-operative service provision models based
on social innovation possible in Barcelona? That is, does a “third way” exist between the state
and the market that overcomes the PPP?
To respond to these three operational research questions, the paper is organized as follows:
(i) the introduction addresses the conceptual transitions from smart cities to experimental cities;
(ii) a literature review on the term “smart citizens”; (iii) the results of the paper elaborate on (smart)
citizens as decision-makers; (iv) Barcelona’s (smart) citizens’ policy framework are deconstructed
through its Digital Plan 2017–2020; and (v) conclusions are presented in response to each of the three
operational research questions.
2. Literature Review
2.1. Conceptualizing (Smart) Citizens: A Systematic State of the Art
Many attempts were made to conceptualize smart citizens. While a variety of researchers focused
on contextually bound definitions, there seems to be a lack of agreement regarding the significance
of smart citizens in practice [40,62,74–77,112,113]. Expanding on prior works, some authors fiercely
countered the technodeterministic and/or neoliberal smart city rhetoric from policymakers and
technology vendors by pointing out the absence of benefits from citizen-centered smart cities [114,115],
whereas others more recently took a constructive approach to consider and elaborate upon the
alternatives offered by experimentalism [29,64,65,116].
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Back in 1969, Arnstein’s ladder—a widespread conceptual frame used to examine citizen
participation in place-making and city governance—offered a valuable heuristic to start integrating
the role of (smart) citizens in the city [117]. Arnstein detailed three forms (citizen power, tokenism,
and non-participation) and seven levels of participation (citizen control, delegated power, partnership,
placation, consultation, informing, choice, therapy and manipulation). This conceptual framework
should strongly resonate in the current European context, where the citizen’s data debate coincides with
the significant weakening of citizens’ right to privacy and information self-determination. Likewise,
a 1969 paper might provoke a profound debate on the real meaning of participation and democracy
after more than 30 years of neoliberalism [40]. Despite the glossy citizen-centric institutional discourse,
the framework of that paper analytically enhanced the evidence-based analysis by presenting a wide
range of participation levels at which smart citizens’ representation and involvement may find many
modalities for deliberation. These included not participating, only consuming, providing feedback,
suggesting ideas, negotiating between stakeholders with conflicting visions, and leading ownership
regimes. These findings are particularly relevant when cities become expanded laboratories—with
special efforts to equip (smart) citizens with information and skills to enable access beyond merely
supplying data. In this way, different, sustainable, prosperous, and livable urban futures can be tested
in real-time [118]. Coletta et al. [82] argue that “Singapore, Barcelona, Dublin, and San Francisco are
(currently) but a few examples of cities undertaking experimental modes of development” (p. 8).
More recently, Ratti [38] argued that municipalities in these timely transitional examples “are
starting to understand the importance that citizens, in particular, should have a key role through
‘bottom-up’ dynamics” (p. 142). Therefore, instead of concentrating on the installation and control
of hardware, the (smart) citizens approach highlights the importance of governments getting people
enthusiastic about creating apps and exploiting data themselves. Thus, an understanding of this
novel paradigm of data—which involves algorithmic analysis of unrelated datasets within presently
under-examined situations and social interactions—exists in the recent literature. It suggesting that
the notion of (smart) citizens should be associated with the idea that governments, regardless of
governance scale, should act as data facilitators rather than as providers of services. This notion
connects directly with the aim of this paper insofar as (smart) citizens interact (often unwittingly) with
an increasing volume of data, encounter pervasive and unethical extractive data practices, face an
increasing number of privacy issues, and remain unaware of the value of their data in terms of
ownership; addressing these issues opens new avenues to engage citizens with government digital
policy and strategic frameworks through specific initiatives and projects [119].
Over the last few years, the idea of smart citizens profoundly influenced smart-city
literature [40,75–80,113]. In summary, scholars such as Cardullo and Kitchin [40] interestingly argue
that the concept of the smart citizen is often synonymous with “choice” in the market, with the
following predominant roles: a “consumer” or “user”—who selects the services acquired from the
marketplace of providers; “resident”—who can afford the exclusivity offered by a “smart district”;
and “data provider”—who creates data through the use of smart-city technologies that companies
can incorporate into products and extract value from. For instance, one study [40] recently revealed
that citizens in smart cities are “consistent with neoliberal citizenship and its emphasis on personal
autonomy and consumer choice” (p. 12). This remarkable interpretation may lead us to reflect upon
individuals performing certain roles and taking responsibility for opportunities in their private life
(entrepreneurial self), and for the marketization and privatization of amenities and infrastructures.
Despite citizen participation being potentially varied, it is frequently framed in a post-political fashion
that provides feedback, participation, negotiation, and creation within an instrumental frame —rather
than a normative or political one. That is to say, citizens are stimulated to assist in providing solutions to
everyday issues, for example by producing an app, giving an opinion on a progress plan, or performing
certain functions/responsibilities that do not contest or substitute the fundamental political rationalities
affecting an issue or plan. Very often, citizens are empowered by devices that consider them as
consumers or testers—people to be steered, controlled, and nudged to behave in certain ways—or
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as raw material for algorithms that can be turned into commodities—i.e., passive data providers.
In other words [40], citizens in the smart city act within the constraints of predictable and acceptable
patterns “rather than transgressing or resisting social and political norms” or simply becoming active
decision-makers (p. 12).
Recent literature on smart citizens reached broad consensus that technological solutions are
often proposed under the sponsorship of the smart city buzzword, while neither considering
citizens’ needs nor socio-technical misalignment between mechanical urban solutions and the citizens’
decision-making processes [56,120,121]. Moreover, the literature review of recent reports published
by the European Commission, analyzing the implementation of a wide range of H2020 lighthouse
projects and covering developments on smart citizens, illustrates that smart-city initiatives only
foster limited forms of citizen engagement and citizen power [20–22,104]. Although some European
cities are allegedly being used as experimental testbeds or living laboratories for super-connected,
technologically mediated smart districts, they must continue providing common resources and benefits
to all citizens. Thus, the expectations that (smart) citizens participate in these experimental laboratories
should be grounded in a much more politically active discourse of rights and urban commons [102].
In other words, is it possible to reassemble the driving ethos for smart cities beyond a market rooted in
data ownership?
2.2. Deciphering the Case Study of Barcelona: (Smart) Citizenship at Stake in European Cities
Hence, (smart) citizenship appears to be at stake. In response, European smart cities such as
Barcelona [122] and Amsterdam [123] (Barcelona’s partner city in EU project Decode) are leading
an alternative movement by following experimental city policy framework practices that rely on
democratic data ownership regimes establishing municipal data offices, grassroots innovation,
and co-operative service provision models [29,63–65,124,125]. These cities are implementing pervasive
transitions to cope with the disruption to the technopolitics of data, and address concerns that include
privacy, literacy, awareness, and ownership issues while empowering local communities to avoid the
side effects of the predatory sharing economy and extractive practices [2,126].
According to Cardullo and Kitchin [40], Barcelona “is presently attempting to formulate and
implement a different vision of a smart city and smart citizenship” (p. 13). While under a right-wing
and neoliberal government in the early 2010s, the city became an iconic smart city through its
abundant initiatives and self-promotion events within the program “Smart City Barcelona” [127].
However, since the May 2015 election of Ada Colau—the new mayor, representing the left-wing,
green, social movement coalition—Barcelona gradually experimented with its vision and policy
framework via the Digital Plan 2017–2020, deployed as “Barcelona Ciutat Digital: A Roadmap Toward
Technological Sovereignty” [32,128]. In October 2016, the new vision for Barcelona was fixed as an
“open, fair, circular, and democratic city” with a special emphasis on its mission to promote citizens’
data ownership and technological sovereignty. This was a conscious strategy to overcome the excesses
of data extractivism [35]. Since then, the Barcelona City Council implemented a new policy framework
entitled the Barcelona Data Commons program [6], which parallels an EU-funded experimental project
titled Decode [129,130]. The latter project functioned as a testbed and flagship project to repoliticize the
smart city and shift its creation and control toward grassroots, civic movements, and social innovation,
and away from private interests and the state [131–133]. As an amalgamation of strategic initiatives,
the policy framework established under the Barcelona City Council Digital Plan 2017–2020 is analyzed
in the fourth section of this paper.
Based on this new shift, Barcelona is currently explicitly branding itself as an inclusive, democratic,
and participative smart city by promoting accordingly [1,134,135]: “If you would rather have smart
citizens than smart cities . . . BITS, ‘Barcelona Initiative for Technological Sovereignty’, will be in
your interest” [35] (p. 1). Likewise, in Amsterdam, those advocating for smart citizens suggest
that (smart) citizens should be guided by the following principles [78,84,121,123]: take responsibility
for the environment they live and work in, and the places they like; value access over ownership
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and involvement over power; ask for tolerance, not authorization; ethical algorithms rather than
extractive algorithms; and offer assistance to less technologically savvy individuals. This set of
ethics underlies the notion of a still-limited consideration of the interconnections between hard and
soft smart infrastructures, as well as those between political, institutional, economic, and social
systems on the metropolitan and regional scales. Moreover, this new paradigm advocates the
significance of overcoming the often-failed smart-city-in-a-box strategy, by keeping the loop with the
various stakeholders.
By examining the Digital Plan 2017–2020 of Barcelona [32], in particular, it is evident that the notion
of the commons extensively influenced the three experimental strategies of Barcelona’s renewed smart
city plan that were put into effect since September 2016 [136–138]. Three main strategic components
were identified as experimental strategies during the fieldwork research (and are explained in greater
detail in the next section): (i) a data commons through three strategic initiatives; (ii) local democracy
through two intertwined grassroots innovation initiatives; and (iii) political economic co-operative
platforms in relation to three initiatives built around Digital Social Innovation, Barcelona Urban
Commons, and a “social economy” municipal framework. Thus, this plan may open a new path for
action in Barcelona based on Ostrom’s prominent thinking on the commons [4,98,99,102]. For example,
one of the strategic initiatives, entitled Data Commons Barcelona [1,6], is defined as “a shared resource
that enables citizens to contribute, access, and use the data—for instance about air quality, mobility,
or health—as a common good, without intellectual property rights restrictions” (p. 1), which clearly
resonates with Ostrom’s assertion that nonprofit and voluntary actions should govern the collective
resources that many citizens use as data (including free software, Wikipedia, and Open Street Map).
However, as Hardin warned [100], the “tragedy of the commons” could occur when data extractive
practices conquer the urban metabolism. A notion of the commons, recently updated by Bollier,
argues that historically embedded individualization procedures gradually shape the communal settings
such that they require experimental interventions as a corrective [136].
In a bold attempt to transition from a smart city to an experimental city, conceptual explorations
around the commons are likely to influence a more profound examination of the technopolitics of
data. Thus, because this paper emphasizes the active role of (smart) citizenship; the conception of the
commons should be encompassed in the narrative, because the rhetoric of the hegemonic smart city is
uniquely based on the idea of PPPs [139]. Bollier suggests that cities are at an intersection insofar as
(smart) citizens could use the ideas of the commons to retain control of the services that matter to them
and safeguard the functions of these services for the people of the city, and not only for businesses
or bureaucracy. However, the idea of the commons could also be argued to be rather abstract with
regards to policy implementation.
One possible solution to the issues above is offered by the hypothesis of this paper: the notion of
(smart) citizens as decision-makers is being explicitly included in the policy formulation of Barcelona
by addressing the three main operational research questions of this paper. The fieldwork research
process identified three experimental strategies that directly relate to the debate on the implications of
the GDPR for citizens and on the governance structures required to critically tailor the technopolitics
of these data:
• Alternative data ownership alternative regime initiatives;
• Grassroots innovation initiatives;
• Co-operative service provision models, such as urban co-operative platforms [97], living-lab
initiatives [67,68,140], and proactive social economy policy frameworks.
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Ultimately, this paper aims to examine whether the rhetoric of the experimental city is followed
by an evidence-based impact in the case of Barcelona. The exact definition of more citizen-centered
approaches is often left unstated; therefore, this paper aims to unravel the meaning from the Barcelona
case to provide evidence-based insights into the city’s experimental strategies. Within the scope
of some approaches to experimental cities, the extent to which citizens play a more active role as
co-producers rather than as mere data providers remains to be seen, although the technopolitics of
data (i.e., ownership and governance) is an under-explored area of research [85,86].
After a rigorous literature review covering the case of Barcelona and its transition
from the “Smart City Barcelona” strategic period in 2011–2014, led by former mayor Xavier
Trias [141–143], to the current “Barcelona Data Commons” strategic period led by current mayor,
Ada Colau, [58,79,80,127,134,135,144–147], this paper offers the hypothesis that the existing smart city
cannot simply be reduced to the economic trade-off of the data it generates through partnerships with
powerful public and private actors [139]. A key element of this shift in discourse is the need to embrace
a multi-stakeholder approach by broadening the representation of social actors in decision-making
processes in order to overcome the new religion of data. Coined “dataism” by Harari [87], over-reliance
on data is understood as a logic oversimplifying a city’s metabolism as a mere assemblage or system
of data and algorithms [12,16,44,88,92,93,148,149], rather than an ecosystem of citizens [116].
3. Results: Technopolitics of Data for (Smart) Citizens as Decision-Makers Rather Than
Data Providers
According to the research firm Gartner [150], 8.4 billion devices worldwide were connected to the
internet by the end of 2017, and 20.4 billion are expected by 2020. However, as previous sections in
this paper highlight, some hesitation persists at the center of the dataism discussion (see the article by
Harari [87]). Thus, what are the real consequences of the big data for (smart) citizens? In response to
this open question, Shilton [89] argued that “uncertainties about how to use increasingly large sets of
personal data are at the center of social debates about the virtues of big data”. She continues “Not all
‘big data’ are data about people, but data about people inspire much of the hope and anxiety bound
up in discussions of the term” (p. 21). Thus, who controls not only data collection, analysis, storage,
and usage, but ultimately ownership? Table 2, inspired by Shilton’s contribution, was elaborated to
enhance the key parameters of the technopolitics of data related to the degree of citizen participation
in today’s cities. The interpretation by Shilton is complemented in that it can be assumed that
users with high participation—smart citizens—would be able to control the reuse of their own data.
This assumption is a reaction to the fast development of the data extractivist practices by which (smart)
citizens should not only be involved in participation processes, but also gain the knowledge to engage
autonomously in the data collection processes. It may offer to bridge the gap to implementing data
sovereignty, ownership, and commons policy schemes (as the case study of Barcelona depicts).
Concerning updated sources of data collection, storage, use, and ownership, the major obstacles
to fostering a people-centered design of data are found in the acquisition, shareability, licensing,
and knowledge boundaries of the obtained data. Thus, the requirement to consider individuals
not only as citizens deliberating on their material conditions, but also as consumers agreeing and
disagreeing to the specific terms of a provision should be taken further by advocating for a more
human-centered perspective to the smart city—one that fosters interplay and interdependencies among
multiple stakeholders.
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Table 2. Citizen participation in the technopolitics of data collection, analysis, storage, reuse, and
ownership. Based on Reference [89] (p. 26).
Citizen Participation in the
Technopolitics of Data Collection Analysis Storage Reuse Ownership
High participation










































share or sell data
Data collectors own
citizens’ data
Habermas opposed technocratic and democratic smartness, enabling the generalization of the
smart-citizen category [151]. Traditional notions of the smart city put individual privacy at risk,
and thus, citizen interaction, involvement, engagement, participation, and deliberation are the
focus of the debate on the technopolitics of data. Yet, how should we address the distrust, apathy,
and open indignation that turned progressively pervasive in political attitudes? Misalignments
between algorithmic computation and the social desires of citizens in data generation and ownership
constitute a collective challenge facing us today: Will data-driven cities and devices continue to
serve citizens or vice versa [54,90]? Is computation replacing conscious thought? Are we thinking
increasingly like a machine, or are we not even thinking at all? In response to these questions,
different forms of engagement on the part of (smart) citizens can be discussed in relation to the
technopolitics of data and the algorithmic disruption [10,11]. Morozov argued that key questions [44],
such as “who implements data?” and “what kinds of data do technological solutions smuggle through
the back door?” (p. 1) remain unanswered despite the plethora of technological solutions to social
problems. Policy discussions highlight how seemingly simple calls for open data strategies actually
challenge existing legal norms and have potentially profound implications for users down the line.
For instance, liability risks might be passed to the end user of open data, but what if the end users
cannot bear those risks? If the IoT generates continuous monitoring and commonly individualized
data, how do we theorize, regulate, and make visible the ethical choices that emerge around the
legal liability surrounding the ownership of data [18,152]? Ownership of data promises to deliver
significant personal and public benefits if city authorities start reconceiving data as a new type of
common good. According to the Barcelona city authorities, (smart) citizens’ data can generate public
value by protecting citizens’ “technological sovereignty” as a whole [1].
Hence, citizens’ personal data are a fundamental part of their urban experience, and their digital
rights should be based on a logic of solidarity, social co-operation, and collective rights to the city [148].
Why, then, do we not naturally consider (smart) citizens as pure decision-makers rather than simply
passive data providers? Despite the willingness to pursue sustainable futures that are more democratic
than technocratic futures, strong inertia obstructs this alternative path. If the government offers greater
data accessibility, better public services will be delivered [1,59,91]. Thus, alternative policy paths
explore city government policies that could require large corporations to share data collected from
their users to preserve full digital rights for citizens by developing decentralized, privacy-enhancing
alternative data infrastructures based on blockchain and attribute-based cryptography [111,125].
In fact, the current round of urban experimentation differs from previous incarnations [29], indicating
a “specific type of governance fix for a neoliberal system that is struggling to move toward more
sustainable forms of urban development” (p. 10). In Barcelona, this ongoing experimentalism addresses
new business and social models that also demand previously accepted legal frames and procurement
regimes be revisited. According to Francesca Bria, the Chief Technology Officer (CTO) of Barcelona [38],
the technopolitics of data in Barcelona are articulated in response to an explicit strategy to “disrupt
these data accumulation, making data available across vertical silos experimenting with decentralized
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data infrastructures through distributed ledgers such as blockchain, and proposing new frameworks
and business models that reward and incentivize openness, enabling data discovery, transactions,
and secure data sharing” (p. 145). This citizen-centric approach to the technopolitical policy scheme
of Barcelona is called Barcelona Data Commons [6]; it is influenced by the experimental EU-funded
project Decode [129], which is centered around strategic initiatives regarding technological sovereignty
and data transparency.
This section underlines how data-driven and algorithmic issues open up novel challenges for
implementing policy in cities all over the world. In terms of the ethical, institutional, and political
dimensions of the ownership of data, urban experiments—Barcelona in particular—are gaining
traction as a strategy to stimulate alternatives and steer change [124], as suggested by the Digital
Plan 2017–2020. The idea of experimentation feeds on the appealing notions of innovation and
creativity (both individual and collective) while also shifting the focus of sustainability from distant
targets and government policies to concrete and feasible actions that can be undertaken by a wide
variety of urban stakeholders in particular locations. The ability of urban experiments to be radical in
ambition while limited in geographical scope underpins a challenging debate in both the policy and
academic domains with respect to the potential for such experiments to initiate genuine transformation.
Are these experiments simply extensions of business as usual, spatially limited, and captured by
a familiar cast of dominant interests? Or, can they engender genuine alternatives and stimulate
profound transformation?
Thus, the next section examines the case of Barcelona in depth by deconstructing the Digital
Plan 2017–2020. I analyze the promises and hazards of experimentation as an alternative mode of
urban governance that moves beyond the structural mistakes of the so-called smart city, which is
the dominant mode thus far [30,57]. The section is divided into three subsections that examine the
three experimental strategies of Barcelona’s Digital Plan through an analysis of fieldwork material:
policy documents, interviews, and symposiums (Appendix A). The first subsection examines the
first operational research question presented in the introduction, situating (smart) citizens within the
context of the data ownership and technological sovereignty experimental strategy; three initiatives
illustrate the ways in which experimentation is occurring within Barcelona. In the second subsection,
I investigate the experimental strategy of grassroots innovation in response to the paper’s second
operational research question; two intertwined initiatives are presented to allow dissection of the
practical consequences for stakeholders (interviewed following the Penta Helix framework). In the
third subsection, the paper explores the extent to which considering decision-makers could achieve a
potential ecosystem of co-operative service provision models as alternatives to capital-based forms
of business.
4. Methodology and Discussion: Deconstructing Barcelona’s (Smart) Citizens’ Digital Policy
Framework Case Study
According to the Barcelona City Council’s Digital Plan 2017–2020 [32], “in September 2016,
Barcelona City Council embarked on an important digital transformation process, announcing that
public services must be provided through digital channels from the outset, following new guidelines
oriented toward citizens and the use of open standards and open-source software, and in accordance
with an ethical data strategy that puts privacy, transparency and digital rights at the forefront” (p. 3).
The smart-citizen concept at the core of this strategic formulation suggests that cities should implement
new legal, economic, and governance schemes to nurture collaborative behaviors from citizens to
contribute to the digital commons, including commons involving personal data. It is not yet clear
the extent to which this move in strategic formulation is merely lip service to the critics of the term
smart city versus an initiative that will actually lead to implementing real consideration of (smart)
citizens. Thus, this section aims to provide empirical evidence-based insights to scrutinize the nature
and intensity of this transition via the three operational research questions.
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To begin, the Barcelona case study will deconstruct the Digital Plan 2017–2020 by applying three
methodological techniques based on triangulation. Case study research, as defined by Yin [153],
was identified as the most effective form of mixed-method research. Firstly, an analysis of its most
recent policy documents related to the three experimental strategies was identified in the Digital
Plan 2017–2020. Secondly, a qualitative study of twenty semi-structured interviews was conducted
in Barcelona from September 2017 to March 2018. The interviewees were identified following
the Penta Helix multi-stakeholders’ framework and included representatives from each helix (see
Figure 1) [34]. The purpose of the interview study was to validate the mixed-method action-research
process with a broad representation of opinions and evidence. Finally, to reinforce the mixed-method
technique of triangulation via action research [33], the author participated in three symposiums
directly related to the smart-city strategic formulation in Barcelona during the fieldwork timeframe
(September 2017–March 2018): (i) the celebration of the Smart City Expo World Congress 2017; (ii) the
ESADE Business School Smart Cities and Data Speaker Series; and (iii) a presentation of the Barcelona
Data Commons program in January 2018 (see Appendix A).
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The case of Barcelona was selected using a theoretical sampling approach. With slightly more than
3.2 million citizens in the metropolitan area, the city of Barcelona falls into the category of urban areas
experiencing a deep transition connected to the dynamic devolution debate and vibrant bottom-up
initiatives. Furthermore, its success in the smart-cities field makes the analysis of its strategic transition
an ideal sample for this study; this assertion is easily demonstrated by considering the multiple
smart-city awards Barcelona received, in addition to its geographical location [20].
Barcelona’s smart-city strategy experienced two distinct periods. In 2011, the mayor, Xavier Trias,
and his municipal administration decided to transform Barcelona into a smart city through an approach
slightly biased toward top-down management and with a focus on technological capacity. However,
since Ada Colau’s election as mayor in May 2015, the strategy reached a clear turning point. In October
2016, the publication of “Barcelona Ciutat Digital: A Roadmap Toward Technological Sovereignty”
kicked off the implementation of the new smart-citizen policy framework disseminated through the
Barcelona Initiative for Technological Sovereignty (BITS) by Commissioner Francesca Bria [1,35,128].
In the extensive evaluation of the literature discussing Barcelona, considerable consensus can be
found regarding the strategic shift in the smart-city pathway [38,58,79,80,122,127,134,135,141–147].
Firstly, during the 2011–2014 period and based on the corporative technocratic vendor push,
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the Barcelona Smart City strategy was driven more by deliberate components than by emergent
and experimental components. Secondly, the current transition, called Technological Sovereignty,
gained momentum. Almirall et al. [38] highlight “tensions in smart cities regarding efforts in the
provision of services” during the current period (p. 152), while Bakici et al. [141] identify five
components (smart districts, living-lab initiatives, infrastructures, new services for the citizen, and open
data) that are clearly being updated with the recent launch of the City Data Analytics Office. Overall,
this period is characterized by a critical and proactive social context formed through transversal
initiatives that merge distinct municipal datasets.
Regarding the political economy resulting from the increasing influence of grassroots initiatives
on the city, Eizaguirre and Parés [144], and Degen and García [142] studied several neighborhoods in
Barcelona. They found great significance in the role of collective leadership practices, creative social
strategies, and political dissent in the founding and the social impact of local initiatives. Likewise,
Almirall and Wareham [68], Gascó-Hernandez [143], and Timeus and Gascó [147] examined the degree
of efficiency in living labs in Barcelona at different periods [63,65,67,94,140]. Although the findings
are primarily related to public and private organizations, they suggest that it may be worth exploring
the contribution of living labs as intermediaries that mediate between multiple stakeholders in highly
political environments such as Barcelona [34].
For several authors, the changing urban governance model over the two periods became
the most important factor in Barcelona. At the time of the switch between the two institutional
periods, Capdevilla and Zarlenga suggested a combined approach by merging top-down and
bottom-up dynamics [79]. This approach is already included in the political agenda of the current
smart-city strategy, despite the problematic so-called smart contradictions noted by March and
Ribera-Fumaz [127]: “it is unclear now how interests of citizens are to be made compatible with
the interests of private capital and of the urban political elites in Barcelona” (p. 825). Their underlying
critique relies on the idea that there is little exploration of the inner contradictions in how smart
interventions are inserted into a wider political economy of urban transformation. As such, in this
section, I pay special attention to the central role (smart) citizens hypothetically play in the collective
production and administration of the city, by identifying three experimental strategies included in the
Digital Plan 2017–2020.
4.1. Establishing the Data Commons Barcelona Program, Launching the City Data Analytics Office,
and Experimenting with Decode—the EU’s Scientific Flagship
My fieldwork revealed that the data ownership and technological sovereignty experimental
strategies comprise three intertwined initiatives [32].
The first initiative, Data Commons Barcelona, focuses on ethical data ownership and technological
sovereignty principles achieved by opening the public procurement process, and ensuring that 70%
of investments in new software development go toward free and open-source software in municipal
systems. Barcelona is attempting to include small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs) in the public
procurement process, generating a virtuous cycle where any SME, co-operative, or self-employed
citizen can work under equal conditions while avoiding vendor lock-in and path dependency.
Interviews revealed that the procurement process is opening promising pathways, based on the
upcoming creation of an open digital marketplace for small-scale providers designed to meet the
needs of the 13,000 existing technological companies, and to offer employment increases of 26.3% in
the digital sector compared to 2016 (#I20) (See Appendix A). This initiative is implementing services
such as a help for new citizens and an information portal, mobile phone services for citizens, a new
calendar of city events and facilities, an open city dashboard for citizens, a technology-provider
portal, and a new mobile digital identity service. Likewise, a main principle of the technopolitics of
data involves explicitly improving access to the authority’s data, respecting privacy, and evaluating
the ethical risks of smart cities and large databases by establishing a code of ethical technological
practices, including legal compliance with data protection regulations and defining a data strategy.
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Thus, Barcelona is experimenting with socializing previously collected data via sensors operated
by citizens, with the city taking the lead in aggregating and acting upon such data to promote new
co-operative approaches that solve common urban issues, such as tackling noise levels and improving
air quality. The plan is to keep this common data infrastructure open to local companies, co-operative
platforms, and social organizations, allowing them to build data-driven services and create long-term
public value [1] (#I4). The strategy is leading the transition to the GDPR by motivating initiatives
creating a data commons that incorporates self-determination and the digital right of citizens to use
municipal data for the public good of all citizens and stakeholders [6] (#I7,#I8,#I9,#I11,#I14).
Secondly, the city council opened the City Data Analytics Office on 13 February 2018. The office
houses a Chief Data Officer and 40 staff members from different departments. They offer new
privacy-related data improvement and analysis capabilities and can make predictions covering all areas
related to managing the city. My research revealed that civil servants seem to understand the challenge
of breaking down data “silos” (energy, noise, housing, garbage, meteorological, parking, air quality,
water, bicycle flow, people flow, vehicle flow, and gentrification, among others) to manage three million
data records per day. Despite that, it remains to be seen whether the external agile entrepreneurial
culture and the bureaucratic public culture will find common ground [154] (#I5,#I6,#I18). Furthermore,
the new office created an Open Data Challenge program [119] to include SMEs in solving the city’s
challenges and to successfully position the Data Protection Delegate in line with the GDPR. The Data
Protection Delegate is in charge of coordinating data protection policy within and across departments.
Thirdly, the Decode project is an EU-funded experimental project led by Barcelona (in partnership
with Amsterdam) to develop a blockchain-based architecture for data sovereignty in parallel with the
operational activity of the city council. It is attempting to build new foundations for data sharing on the
internet, drawing inspiration from decentralized technologies such as Bitcoin, Blockstack, and Sovrin.
The project enables a system whereby all interactions involving any citizen’s data are fully auditable
on a public ledger (though raw data itself remains hidden). Decode is testing how people could allow
their data to be used for specific social purposes, such as informing local policymaking, and could
overcome the municipalities’ failure to foster local alternatives to certain services (such as Uber and
Airbnb) due to the lack of raw data [130]. However, interviews revealed that, despite this remarkable,
cutting-edge initiative, citizens and even some stakeholders currently believe that the initiative is
too abstract and experimental, and question the feasibility of business models based on this scheme
(#I1,#I2,#I3,#I15).
To summarize this subsection, the fieldwork research revealed that Barcelona is motivated by
compliance with EU legislation, particularly the GDPR. Business models that rely on the collection
and commercial exploitation of personal data based on neoliberal data extractivist practices will face
clear boundaries. GDPR seems to offer to Barcelona a way to build alternative digital infrastructures
that enhance privacy and can guarantee data sovereignty for citizens, giving them back control
over their data. Data Commons Barcelona could be seen as a custodian of the digital rights of
citizens and a milestone in the strategic formulation of Barcelona stemming from GDPR, since it
is based on remarkable principles such as privacy by design, data portability, and the right to be
forgotten or “unplugged” [56]. The city authorities proactively advocate application of the GDPR.
For them, “it represents an opportunity to create a city data infrastructure that puts citizens’ right
to data at the center of the game” (#I4). Another interviewee described the situation as follows:
“We have created a new City Data Analytics Office, appointed a Chief Data Officer, and introduced
a new data directive that is implemented across city hall that includes transparency, ethics, security,
and privacy as fundamental principles” (#I7,#I8). Moreover, other interviewees representing the
private sector, academia and (social) entrepreneurship/activism agree upon the following visionary
statement (#I1,#I3,#I13,#I18,#I20): “We need to make sure that GDPR does not hinder social and
technological innovation, but foster data-driven innovation while making sure citizens’ rights are
respected. The competitive advantage of Europe in the future world of AI and data should be this
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rights-based democratic framework, a new deal on data that can shape a people-centric digital future
and make GDPR an international standard” (See Table 3 and Appendix A).
4.2. Experimentation within Grassroots Innovation Initiatives: “Decidim Barcelona”; and “Metadecidim Barcelona”
According to Aragon et al. [101], Decidim Barcelona is an “online participatory-democracy
platform launched by the City Council of Barcelona” (p. 277) on 1 February 2016 as the main grassroots
innovation experimental strategic initiative [155]. In parallel fashion, Metadecidim Barcelona [156]
was launched in November 2017 as a watchdog, technopolitical research community positioned to
monitor Decidim Barcelona and reflect on its work. During its short tenure, Decidim Barcelona
achieved the active participation of 40,000 citizens. Overall, 12 participatory processes were initiated
and 11,873 proposals were analyzed, with 70% of proposals approved as public policy for a wide range
of urban issues. Interviews revealed the difficulties of integrating representative participation from the
private sector, particularly from large companies with a stake in city-making (#I1,#I2,#I3,#I13,#I19,#I20).
Including the multi-stakeholders’ framework suggests further challenges regarding representation
and the constitution of socioeconomic co-operative firms and platforms beyond the civilian volunteer
activist [157].
4.3. Fostering Urban Co-Operative Platform Initiatives: “Digital Social Innovation”, “Barcelona Urban
Commons”, and “Social Economy” Policy Framework
The third identified experimental strategy centers around the emergence of three urban
co-operative platform initiatives. According to Scholz [97], these initiatives “encompass new ownership
models for the internet in the urban realm” (p. 1).
The first initiative, Digital Social Innovation [158], is an EU-funded project to map and support
cases of digital social innovation in Europe [159]. In Barcelona, this initiative was established as the
“Barcelona Maker District” around the FabLabs in the Poblenou neighbourhood. FabLabs aims to
develop and expand new educational models and skills by democratizing access to fabrication through
work with targeted segments, such as women, elderly people, and children.
Similarly, the second initiative, the Barcelona Urban Commons [160], was established in the
broader metropolitan area of Barcelona in 2010 [161,162]. A wide range of economic activities affecting
citizens and communities was identified, including “Guifi.net”, “Som Energia”, and “Coop57”,
among many others. Thus, over the last decade, these example activities offered digital connectivity,
energy, and financial services, respectively, in a socioeconomic model that comprises 10% of
the city economy. However, interviews revealed that some participants do not consider these
initiatives as having successfully scaled up due to the shortcomings in transitioning from a
grassroots communitarian movement driven by voluntarism to entrepreneurial co-operatives driven
by professionalism (#I1,#I13).
The third initiative corresponds to the social economy policy framework which consists of
4718 socioeconomic projects and 861 co-operative firms [163]. This policy framework aims to support
transformation of these projects from serving local economies to inclusion in the socioeconomic model
of the entire city. My interviews point out the gap between the modus operandi of the corporate
private sector and the initiatives conducted at the neighborhood level by the city council. One example
is the recent launch of the new digital local currency called “rec”, promoted by the EU-funded project
B-Mincome [164], that addresses guaranteed minimum income in deprived urban areas of the city.
Despite the strong efforts of the council, the EU funds received to foster urban co-operative
platforms, and the rapid pollination of projects, my findings suggest that the metropolitan ecosystem
still needs to mature, particularly because scaling up an alternative socioeconomic model seems to be
a process that takes longer than one institutional period. Although the strategic formulation attempts
to line up a large number of initiatives in a transversal fashion, in the short term, it is likely to require
further corrective measures.
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Table 3. Deconstructing Barcelona’s (smart) citizen digital policy framework. GDPR—General Data Protection Regulation.
Three Operational Research Questions
Policy Analysis Scientific Analysis
Qualitative Analysis
Based on twenty interviews of key stakeholders in Barcelona
from September 2017 to March 2018
Experimental Strategies Strategic Initiatives Literature Review
Summary of key responses structured through the Penta Helix
framework [34] (Appendix A): private sector (2); public sector (9);
academia (2); civic society (3); (social) entrepreneurs/activists (3).
1. What prospects exist for an alternative
data ownership regime in the ongoing





1. Barcelona Data Commons
2. City Data Analytics Office
3. Decode
[1,2,6,32,35,111,128–130,154]
1. The majority of interlocutors clearly addressed the positive and
irreversible transition as Barcelona is already adapting to the
GDPR (#I7,#I8,#I9,#I11,#I14).
2. The feedback was very positive in relation to the public
procurement reform (#I20).
3. The transition to open-source software presents remarkable
obstacles (#I5,#I6,#I18).
4. Despite the positive initiatives and irreversible transition
toward GDPR, Decode may have created overly high
expectations, as the initiative is perceived as “too experimental”
(#I1,#I2,#I3,#I15).
2. What are the practical consequences of
the grassroots innovation initiatives
implemented in Barcelona for businesses,






2. Metadecidim Barcelona [34,101,155,156]
1. Interlocutors argued that these initiatives lack an overall degree
of representation because they omit “stakeholders’ power
relation interdependencies” (#I19,#I20).
2. Others asked “How is the private sector represented in these
initiatives?” (#I1,#I2,#I3,#I13).
3. The established channel could be seen as a seed to scale
up a broader deliberative governance model based on
“multi-stakeholder” representation (#I12,#I15,#I16,#I17).
3. Is another experimental type of smart
city driven by co-operative service
provision models based on social
innovation possible in Barcelona? That is,
does a “third way” exist between the state










1. Interlocutors revealed the lack of a critical mass for
co-operative platforms (#I4,#I7,#I8,#I10,#I20).
2. Although Barcelona is shifting its smart-city model,
co-operative niche experiments are having difficulties scaling
up (#I10,#I16).
3. Setting up a “third way” requires moving on from volunteer
grassroots initiatives to professional entrepreneurial
co-operatives (#I1,#I13).
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To summarize this policy analysis and integrate it with the fieldwork research findings,
Table 3 illustrates the responses to each research question proposed in this paper. The identified
experimental strategies and the strategic initiatives respond directly to the initiatives that connect
the three operational research questions. Despite the individual identification of initiatives, I must
acknowledge the vast amalgamation of intertwined initiatives, confirmed through interviews,
which made the fieldwork complex. Thus, Table 3 does not provide a deep analysis of each
initiative but instead serves to deconstruct Barcelona’s digital policy framework to examine strategic
evidence-based insights by providing the main findings grouped through the coding system of
interviews/interlocutors accordingly.
5. Conclusions
This paper’s analysis of the current smart-city strategy and digital policy in Barcelona is
exploratory and prospective because existing initiatives in Barcelona are new, with more awaiting
implementation or existing only as concepts rather than material projects. Nonetheless, in light of
the Barcelona study results, this paper argues that deconstructing the policy’s framework provides
further research directions to expand understanding of the ongoing urban challenges arising from
the direct technopolitical implications of these initiatives for (smart) citizens. As a result, this paper
concludes by highlighting these future research directions potentially shaped as follows: (i) post-GDPR
privacy, technological sovereignty, and data commons alternative regimes in the establishment of more
tailored, human-centered, and context-aware algorithmic governance platforms for new co-operative
socio-economic models within and among European cities and regions; (ii) publicly scrutinized new
bottom-up democratic mechanisms through blockchain infrastructure to conduct decentralized and
networked decision-making and deliberation processes on integrated sectorial urban policies (energy,
mobility, health, entrepreneurship, voting, taxation, residency, migration, etc.); (iii) practical urban
experiments through living labs at the neighborhood and district level using blockchain technology to
foster open social innovation ecosystems among a broad representation of agents through the Penta
Helix multi-stakeholders’ framework.
The research findings from the fieldwork (Appendix A) articulated (through interviews coded
as #I) and validated (through events coded as #E) responses to the three operational research questions
presented in the introduction, as summarized below.
In response to the first question (validated via #E3), in the current experimental phase in Barcelona,
the degree to which strategic initiatives modify technopolitical awareness of who owns data could
offer interesting pathways for establishing an alternative data ownership regime. In addition, based on
the fieldwork research findings, Barcelona City Council’s new procurement process is designed to
incentivize responsible innovation and respect for privacy, and is currently undergoing complete
internal migration to open-source software by spring 2019. Furthermore, by the end of 2019, the city
government plans to launch new online tools allowing people to selectively disclose the information
they desire to share when using the council’s official e-participation platform, Decidim Barcelona,
while preserving citizens’ anonymity. Nonetheless, the fieldwork revealed that, despite the positive
transition reforming public procurement service provisions, technological sovereignty—citizens’ ability
to have a voice in surrounding technological infrastructure operation and end results—still has growth
opportunities regarding integrating open-source software and emerging blockchain data architecture
in the new EU context, characterized by the GDPR. As such, employing infrastructures such as
blockchain is likely to require a new interpretation from the urban and data science perspective,
which will be key to future experiments and predicting alternative data ownership regimes in cities.
Likewise, technologies such as blockchain could improve access to data held by authorities while
respecting privacy. Ultimately, this can also lead to proper evaluation of the ethical and political
risks of smart cities with large databases by establishing a code of ethics for technological practices,
including legal compliance with data protection regulations such as the GDPR and a defined data
strategy benefitting citizens.
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In response to the second question (validated via #E2), in light of the grassroots initiatives
examined, interdependencies among stakeholders have a thorough policy focus while fostering
ecosystems of entrepreneurial starts-ups and SMEs. However, despite the effort to bring together a
wide range of stakeholders, interviews revealed that initiatives based on a collaborative, polycentric
and deliberative governance model may need to evolve toward a more integrated, multi-stakeholder
framework through further collaboration with the private sector (potentially by living labs bringing in
entrepreneurial academics and enthusiastic civil servants). These initiatives might also need to foster
the active role of social entrepreneurs, activists, “bricoleurs”, brokers, and assemblers (see the fifth
helix embedded in the Penta Helix multi-stakeholders’ framework in Figure 1) to further explore the
opportunities of an emerging and open social innovation ecosystem in Barcelona.
Ultimately, in response to the third question (validated via #E1), thus far, PPPs were the
leading smart-city model underpinning the alliance between the state and market in many cities.
Yet, these deals may have been driven by neoliberal and extractivist data policy implementation.
Questions such as “who controls the data?” are still rarely subject to any public oversight and scrutiny.
Thus, to revert this situation, Barcelona could implement two steps: (i) build a critical mass of locally
rooted co-operative platforms based on the data commons to scale-up initiatives, while taking back
control of citizens’ data; (ii) explore alternative, professional, entrepreneurial, co-operative business
cultures to complement the volunteer grassroots seeds already flourishing [157,165].
Regarding the lessons learnt from the Barcelona case study and policy implications of the field
of interdisciplinary and global smart cities research [166], this paper, drawing from detailed policy
analysis and fieldwork study, suggests that Barcelona, in the post-GDPR context, appears to be leading
a cutting-edge digital transformation agenda that may soon influence other European or international
cities and regions on data technopolitical implications for (smart) citizens.
Whereas, generally, the pervasive algorithmic disruption consciously or unwittingly reveals
the lack of critical reflective smart-city policy-making, or indicates the hegemonic mainstreamed
position of the PPPs, cities like Barcelona are challenging, and thus, embarked in experimenting
an alternative policy route. Hence, it is likely the interdisciplinary and global smart cities research
focus may gradually evolve toward the increasing study of a typology of (smart) citizens, defined as
decision-makers and concerned users not only about data protection and security issues [167], but also
data ownership and technological sovereignty policy implications directly related to digital rights to
the city.
In summary, whether Barcelona’s current strategy is little more than a declaration of intentions
of a progressivist smart-city policy agenda remains to be seen. This paper concludes that, in the
ongoing algorithmic disruptive context characterized by extractive data practices, smartness may not
be appealing in cities such as Barcelona, although the experimental approach has yet to be firmly fixed
as an alternative paradigm. Recognizing that smartness may not be appealing and having been viewed
as technocratic, the experimental approach has yet to be entirely established. Thus, an open question
remains: how will (smart) citizens decide, control, govern, manage, and ultimately, own their data by
being both conscious of digital rights to the city and aware of duties in the technopolitical processes of
city making?
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Appendix A. Lists of Interviews and Symposiums. The List of Interviewed Twenty Interlocutors Structured through Penta Helix Multi-Stakeholders’
Framework [34] and the List of Three Symposiums Related to This Study during the Fieldwork Research from September 2017 to March 2018
Table A1. Details of direct sources: fieldwork research through interviews and symposiums from September 2017 to March 2018.
Interviews
Interview/Interlocutor Coding System [168] Description of the Stakeholder Date Penta Helix Multi-Stakeholders’ Framework
#I1 City Protocol Society 4 September 2017
Private sector#I2 CISCO 5 September 2017
#I3 Telefónica Alpha 6 September 2017
#I4 Technology & Digital Innovation Commissioner, Barcelona City Council 7 September 2017
Public sector
#I5 Social Economy, Local Development and Consumption Commissioner, Barcelona City Council 8 September 2017
#I6 Institut Municipal d’Informàtica (IMI), Barcelona City Council 17 January 2018
#I7 Data Commons Program, Barcelona City Council 19 March 2018
#I8 Municipal Data Office, Barcelona City Council 20 March 2018
#I9 General Secretary of Telecommunications, Cybersecurity, and Digital Society of the Regional Government of Catalonia 21 March 2018
#I10 Democratic Innovation department, Barcelona City Council 22 March 2018
#I11 Smart Catalonia, Regional Government of Catalonia 17 January 2018
#I12 Digital Social Innovation department, Barcelona City Council 17 January 2018
#I13 ESADE Business School 23 November 2017
Academia
#I14 Universitat Pompeu Fabra (UPF) 5 March 2018
#I15 Urban Commons facilitator 5 February 2018
Civic society#I16 Urban Co-operative representative 6 February 2018
#I17 Social Economy representative 7 February 2018
#I18 Technological activist 8 February 2018
(Social) entrepreneurs/activists#I19 Algorithmic activist/entrepreneur 9 February 2018
#I20 Data scientist/entrepreneur 12 February 2018
Symposiums
Event Coding System [168] Details of Each Symposium: Direct Participation with the Detailed Scientific Contribution Date Organizer
#E1
Smart City Expo World Congress 2017 (#SCEWC2017)
Title: “Unplugging, Technopolitics of Data and Smart City Devolution: Comparing Barcelona, Bilbao, Glasgow, and Bristol”
(https://www.igorcalzada.com/barcelona/)
16 November 2017 SCEWC
#E2
ESADE Smart Cities and Data Speaker Series (#MIBASpeakerSeries)
Title: “Data Commons and Devolution in Europe: GDPR”
(https://www.igorcalzada.com/esade/ & https://www.youtube.com/watch?time_continue=6&v=iP8LVQWrdJ0)
23 November 2017 ESADE Business School
#E3
Barcelona Data Commons program with the Board of Directors of the Barcelona City Council (#DataCommons)
Title: “Cities & Data: How the Digital, Big Data & Data Science are Transforming the Government/Com el Digital, Big Data &
Data Science està Transformant els Governs”
(https://www.igorcalzada.com/speaker-on-the-board-of-directors-of-the-barcelona-city-council-on-data-driven-
cities-17-01-2018-catalonia-spain/)
17 January 2018 Barcelona City Council
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